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A STUDY OF PLASMA FILLED PARALLEL PLATE WAVEGUIDE 

WITH ONE BOUNDARY CORRUGATED 

S. K. Ghosh, S. P. Pal 

Department of Mathematics, University of North Bengal, Darjeeling - 734 430, India 

Warm plasma theory is used to investigate the propagation of electromagnetic waves 
in a p)asma filled parallel plate waveguide with one boundary plate corrugated. Dispersion rela
tions for TE- and TM-modes are-derived and it is found that the propagation of TE-modes is 
unaffected by corrug!ltion of one boundary plane while the propagation of TM-modes is affected 
by it. For TM-modes the wave number k depends on the frequency ro as well as on the distance 
through which the wave is propagated . 

. 1. INTRODUCTION 

Wave propagations in a cold plasma between two infinite conducting plates were 
in~estigated by Schumann [1]; Dawson and{)berman [2] and Weber [3]. Recently, 
the wave propagation in a warm plasma between two infinite' conducting plates was 
investigated by Azakami et al. [ 4]. 

In the present paper, we discuss the wave propagation in a warm plasma between 
two conducting plates whose one plate is plane and the otl].er is· corrugated. 'In this 
paper we derive dispersion relation (characteristic equation) for transverse electric 
(TE) modes and transverse magnetic (TM) modes. We see that the propagation of 
TE-modes is unaffected .by the corrugation of one conducting plate whereas the pro
pagation of TM-modes is affected by it. Here the frequency OJ of wave propagation 
depends on wave number k as well as on the distance z. If the corrugated sheet be
comes plane the result reduces to the result obtained by Azakami et al. [ 4]. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS 

To explain the warm ·plasma motion inside a waveguide we take following set of 
equations (Krall and Trivelpiece [5]) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

and 

(4) 

Czech. J. Phys. B 31 [1981] 

N,m (~~ + vv) = -NeE- Vp, 

aE 
V x H = -NeV + e0 -

aH 
V X E = -fl0 -, 

at 

at' 
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and the boundary conditions at the upper surface require that the tangential com
ponent of electric field vector and the normal component of electron ·velocity vector 
vanish. Thus.atthe upper surface X = e(z) 

(7) E.,+ e'Ex = 0, 

v"' - e'v, = o. 

4. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 

fo solve the problem we take the time dependence off, H, Vand pin the following 
fonn 

(8). f = f 0 sin wt , 

H = H 0 cos wt, 

V = V0 cos wt, 

p = p0 sin wt . 

For typographical convenience from now on we shall write f, H, V, p for the ampli
tudes f 0 , H 0 , V0 and p0 , and the z dependence of the amplitudes f, H and V are 
taken in the form 

(9) f =~Ex sin kz + ~E, sin kz + 2E., cos kz, 

H = ~Hx cos kz + ~H, cos kz + zH., sin kz , 

V = ~V"' sin kz + ~Vy sin kz + zV, cos kz, 

where ~. ~. z are unit vectors. Elimination of V from equation (3) with the help of 
equations (1) and (2) gives 

· e U 2 

(10) v X H = OJilollp f + -0
- v(v. f) 

OJ 

where 

(11) 

and 

(12) (
Ne2)1/2 

wP = .- = plasma frequency , 
me0 

we have assumed that ( vfw) ~ 1. 

Czech. J. Phys. B 31 [1981] 27 
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5. DISPERSION RELATIONS 

Applying the above set of equations together with the boundary conditions we ob
tain dispersion relations forTE- and TM-modes: 

5.1. TE-modes 

In case of TE-modes Ez = 0 and from equation (13) 

(24) 

where A and Bare integrating constants. The equations to determine other compo
nents of field vectors and electron velocity will take form 

(25) E" = 0, 

(26) E.)/= 
_ WJlo dH:z 

k2 dx ' e 

(27) H = ~dH:z 
" k; dx ' 

(28) H1 =.0, 

(29) v" = o, 

(30) V,.= 
_ eJ10 dHz 

mk; dx ' 

(31) V,.=O. 

The boundary conditions ( 6) and (7) together with the above equations give the 
following relation between ro and k 

(32) 

5.2. TM-m<;>des 

In case of TM-modesHz = 0 and from equation (14) 

(33) E:z = A1 cos ksx + A2 cos kex + B1 sin ksx + B2 sin kex 

where Ar. B1, A2 , B2 are integrating constants. The other exponents of field vectors 
and electron velocity will be determined from the following equations 

(34) 

Czech. J. Phys. B 31 [1981] 29 
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(46) k' = J(k2 
- OJ

2 

e ) s u2 p ' k' = J(e - OJ

2 

e ) e c2 p ' 

I (47) P' = 2(1 - x') [c1 - x') (ak~ + ak~) cos 
2

1tz + 21t x' (1 -OJ:). 
. L kL OJP 

( k' k') . 21tz] 
0 a s - a e SID L ' 

(48) Q' = 2(1 + x') [(1 + x') (ak~- ak;)cos 
2~z- ~~ x' (1- :;) . 

·c k' k') . 21tZJ . a s + a e Sin L . 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the characteristic equations for TE- and TM-modes are derived for 
a waveguide whose lower boundary is a plane conducting plate but the upper bound
ary is corrugated. In case of TE-modes we see that the characteristic equation (32) 
is same in case of parallel plane waveguide. But for the TM-modes the characteristic 
equations (40) and (44) express the fact that the wave number k depends upon the 
frequency OJ as well as distance z in the manner which is determined by the form of 
roots of these equations. The characteristic equation can thus be used to determine 
frequency as a function of the wave number for each value of z. As the wavelength 
of the periodic surface approaches to infinity or the amplitude of the surface tends 
to zero the characteristic equations ( 40) and ( 44) take the same form as was obtained 
by Azakami et al. [ 4]. 
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SPACE-CHARGE WAVES IN PLASMA-FILLED ELLIPTIC WAVEGUIDES 
IN PRESENCE OF MAGNETIC FIELD 

SANJAY KUMAR GHOSH* AND S.P. PAL* 

In this paper, the nature of space-charge waves of an elliptic plasma column in the presence of both finite 
and infinite magnetic fields are discussed. Using Mathieu functions, dispersion relations are derived. Three figures 
are drawn depicting phase characteristics (frequency vs wave number) in these particular cases. Dispersion 
relations for circular waveguides are also derived as limiting cases. 

Indexing Terms: Waves, Plasma, Waveguides, Mathieu Function 

TRIVELPIECE and Gould (1959) have discussed the 
nature of plasmft oscillation of a circular cylindrical plasma 
column in the presence of a constant axial magnetic field. 
In this paper, we discuss the nature of plasma oscillation or 
space-charge wave of an elliptic plasma column in the 
presence of finite and infinite constant axial magnetic 
field. Mathieu functions are used to derive the dispersion 
relations. First, we derive the dispersion relation for in
finite axial magnetic field, and the phase characteristics 
(frequency vs wave number) are shown in Fig. 1, for a parti
cular case. Then, we derive the dispersion relation for 

Manuscript received 1979 December 10; revised 1980 July 29. 
*Department of Mathematics, North Bengal University, Darjeeling 
734 430. . 
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finite axial magnetic field, and the phase characteristics are 
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, for a particular case. It is 
interesting to note that the .phase characteristics in both 
cases are of the same nature as that of Trive1piece and 
Gould (1959). Lastly, the dispersion relation for circular 
waveguide is derived as a limiting case and noted that 
these relations are same as obtained by Trivelpiece and 
Gould (1959). 

BASIC EQUATIONS 

Maxwell's equations for the perturbation variables 
(time-harmonic) in terms of dielectric tensor e are 

\1 X E1 = i w B1 , (1) 
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Fig. 1. Frequency vs. wave number diagram for the transverse magne
tic modes in a pla·ma-filled elliptic waveguide in. an infinite axial 
magnetic field. (a = 10-2 m; wp = 9 X 109 Hz; p 2,1 ~ 2.416, 
&0 = (1/367;) x to-9 FfmJ. 

The lower pass-band between w=O and w=w, depends on 
the presence of plasma, and it represents the plasma 
oscillation in a finite plasma. 

Circular Waveguide (As a Limiting Case) 

In this case eqn. (16) takes the form (McLachlan 1964) 

Jam (k1 r) = 0 (18) 

with 2p = k1 a. 

Then, from eqn. (18), using eqn. (14) 

ll 
(Tr) 2 = u 

2m'" (19) 

where a2m,u is the vth zero of the 2mth-order Bessel 
function. On simplification, eqn. (19) can be written in 
the form 

(20) 

The above dispersion relation is identical with that of 
Trivelpiece and Gould (1959). 

SPACE-CHARGE WAVES IN COLD FINITE PLASMA 
IN A FINITE MAGNETIC FIELD 

In the previous section, propagation of space-charge 
waves in the presence of an infinite axial magnetic field has 
been discussed. In this section, the dispersion relation for 
propagation of space-charge waves in the presence of a 
finite axial magnetic field is derived. For the purpose of 
simplification, we utilize the fact that the sapace-charge 
waves are slow waves. Assuming that the phase velocity 
of the wave solution of Maxwell's equation is much less 

than the velocity of light, we can neglect· the magnetic 
field associated with the wave. 

Therefore, eqn. (I) gives 

(21) 

Substitution of the value of E1 from eqn. (21) into eqn. ( 4) 
gives 

E1'\J~2cp + E3 02cpjfJz2 = 0. (22) 

Let us assume the z-dependence in the f_prm exp (ikz), then 
eqn. (22) takes the form · 

('V J..2- k2 c.3fc.l)</> = o. (23) 

In elliptic· co-ordinate system, eqn. (23) takes the form 

82cf> 82¢' 

81
_12 + 882 + 2q 2

_ (cosh 2!1-· cos 28) = 0, (24) 

(25) 

Let us take the general solution of eqn. (24), <ts before, in 
the form 

00 

if>= 1: D2m Ce2m (F, q) ce2m ({}, q), 
m=O 

where, 

oo (2m) 
ce2m ((}, q) = I B~a cos 2r8, 

r=O 

(26) 

(2m) 

D 2m are constants andB 2r are real functions of q. We 

have at the boundary (!l = J..l0), cp = 0, i.e. 

00 

:1: D2m Ce2m (J..lo, q) ce2m (6, q) =0. 
m=O 

For the mth mode 

Ce2m (!lo, q) = 0 

As before, 

(27) 

where q2m,v are those positive values of q for which Ce2m 

(!10, q) vanish. On using eqn. (6), the above equation' can 
be written in the form 

11 [ -wl (w2 _weB_ CIJp2) J 
(ak)2 = 4 q2m'" (w2-wc2)(w2-wpll) . (28) 

This is the dispersion relation which gives the nature of 
wave propagation. The phase characteristics (cu vs. k) 
obtained from eqn. (28) for m= 1 mode and first para
metric zero of the equation Ce2 (!10 , p) = 0 are shown in 
Fig. 2 for a strong magnetic field we> wp, and for .a weak 
magnetic we< Wp are shown in Fig. 3. For the case we >wp, 

in addition to the mode (w<w 11) predicted from the B0 =oo 
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The propagation of electromagnetic waves in a plasma-filled cylindrical wave
guide in the presence of a constant external magnetic field is investigated using 
warm plasma theory. It is found that the waves cannot be separated into trans
verse magnetic and transverse electric modes; only hybrid modes are propagated. 
Dispersion relations are derived for zero, finite and infinite magnetic fields. 
Frequency shifts for the wave propagation in the case of a small magnetic field 
are calculated. 

1. Introduction 
Wave propagation in plasma-filled rectangular and circular waveguides has 

been investigated by many authors (Stix 1957; Korper 1957; Dawson & Oberman 
1959; etc.). Some facts which could not be accounted for by cold plasma theory 
can be explained by inclusion of a finite temperature. Wait (1968) included 

. the electron temperature in a hydromagnetic formulation, which, with Maxwell's 
equations, gives compressibly~plasma theory. Ito & Onuki (1971) applying 
the same method to the cylindrical waveguide, showed that the electron 
longitudinal mode and the electromagnetic wave mode are able to propagate 
in the plasma waveguide but disappear when we adopt the cold plasma 
approximation. Azakami, Narita & Aye Thein (1972) using the same method 
for the circular waveguide showed that the waves can be separated into 
transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes. 

In the present paper, applying the compressible plasma theory we try to 
include the finite temperature effects on the Trivelpiece & Gould ( 1959) problem. 
The dispersion relations for perfectly conducting waveguides in the presence of 
finite and infinite magnetic fields are derived. In the case of a finite magnetic 
field, the waves cannot be separated into longitudinal modes and electromagnetic 
wave modes; nor can they be separated into TE and TM modes. As a particular 
case, dispersion relations for. zero magnetic field are derived and different modes 
of propagation are shown graphically. The dispersion relations for small mag
netic field are also derived and the frequency shifts for different modes of propa
gation are shown graphically. Lastly, for an infinite magnetic field we consider 
only TM modes, since TE modes are unaffected by the presence of warm plasma. 
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fFrom (8), (9) using simplifying assumptions we get the following differential 
equations for Ez and Hz: 

(Vi +k~+a) (Vi +k~+b)Ez = 0, 

en[( U2k2) J (Vi +k~)Hz =j ;k 1-(;)2 (V:l._ +k~)+k2y(1-ep) Ez; 

and we obtain equations for EJ. and HJ. in terms of Ez and Hz: 

~ (~
2 

-k2) HJ. +jk~(~ x HJ.) = k(~ x V J.Hz) -we0 ep V .LE~ 

Here 

-
60 U

2

V J.(V:l._ +k~)Ez-je0 0(~ x V J.Ez)-jk
0

V J.Hz, 
yw w 

k~ E.L +j~ (~
2

- k2) (~X E.L) = -jkV J.Ez+jwp,0(z XV J.Hz) 

.U2T'7 2 k2E Qk~ E H -J 2kyv.L(VJ.+ e) z+-(;<;XVJ. z)+p,0 0VJ. z· c (J) 

2 
k2 (J) k2 

s = U2eP- ' 

U2 w2 
Y =1-- e =1-2 c2 ' P w2. 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Again, from (1), (2) and (4) we can get V J. in terms of EJ. and Ez and~ in terms 
of Ez: 

V j_ +j
0 (~ x V j_) = j~ [Ej_ -j 7k

2 

V j_(V:l._ +k~)Ez], (15) 
w mw Wp y 

~=j~[Ez- ~
2 

(V:i+k~)Ez]· (16) mw wpy 

Thus, we have obtained all the field components and the electron velocity in 
terms of Ez and Hz. In the next section we apply these equations to derive the 
nature of wave propagation in a cylindrical waveguide. 

3. Solution of the basic equations in a cylindrical waveguide filled with 
warm plasma. Dispersion relation. 

We now consider warm plasma inside an infinite cylindrical waveguide. A 
constant external magnetic field B0 points along the positive direction of the 
z axis of cylindrical polar co-ordinates (r, 0, z), as shown in figure 1. The system 
is taken to be cylindrically symmetric. The boundary conditions satisfied by the 
field vectors and the electron velocity vector at the boundary of the cylinder 
r=Rare 

Ez = 0, Eo = 0, V,: = 0, Hz = 0. (17) 
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L' = e .Q [k2w'ff,- aU2 (w2- k2)] 
2 o w2 w2y c2 • 

M' = e .Q [k2w'ff,- uz (b + w2e P ~') (w2- k2)] 
2 o w2 w2y U2 c2 ' 

N' = J'k [.Q2 (w2- k2) - kz] . 
2 w2 c2 e 

Here (18) and (20) are coupled, so we cannot separate the waves into TE and 
TM modes. 

Let us take the solution of (18) in the form 

Ez1 = A1 J0(r(a + k~)!), (28a) 

Ez2 = B1J0(r(b+k~)i), (28b) 

where A1 and B1 are constants. Then (19) gives 

Ez = A1 J0(r(a + k~)i) + B1 J0(r(b + k~)~l (29) 

Using (28) and (29), equation (20) can be written as 

dd
2

~z+~ddHz + k~Hz= B1[a(k~-k~ -b)+ fi]J~(r(b +k~)!) 
r r r 

- A 1(aa- Ji) .fo(r(a + k~)i). (30) 

. To solve this differential equation we use the method given by Simmons (1974). 
After simplification, and using the results given by Luke (1962) and Bowman 
.(1958), the solution of (30) takes the form 

Hz = A1 (a-~) .fo(r(a + k~)i) + B1 (a- b + ~ _ k~) .fo(r(b + k;)i) 

+ 0 2 J0(k6r) +D1 Y0(k6 r), (31) 

where 0 2 and D1 are integration constants. Using the two solutions for Ez and 
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Rk (Region II) 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 

6·0028 

6·002 

6·0012 

6·0004 

6 
0 5 
i' 
0 4 
X 

3 3 

2 

I 

0 120 240 360 480 

Rk (Region I) 

FIGURE 2. Dispersion curves for wave propagation in a cylindrical plasma column with no 
external magnetic field. R = 1 em, C•J., = 6 x 1010 s-1, U x 108 em s-1, c = 3 x 1010 em s-1. 
Several curves are drawn in the region w > w., to show that there are infinitely many 
dispersion curves in that region. Their starting points, namely w x 10-10 = 6, 6·0004, 
6·00085, 6·00147, 6·00225, 6·00319, withk = Oineachcase,areobtainedfromJ1(Rk,) x 0. 

where 
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5. Derivation of the dispersion relation for an infinite magnetic field 
We consider a perfectly conducting cylinder of radius R filled with a warm 

plasma and immersed in an infinite axial magnetic field. In this case, the electrons 
are constrained by the magnetic field to move only in the z direction and hence 
cannot interact with modes that have only transverse field components. That 
is, in this case the TE modes are unaffected by the presence of warm plasma. The 
TM modes, however, are affected by warm plasma. 

The basic equations for infinite axial magnetic field take the form 

[ ( 1- u~:
2

) (V3_ +k~) +_k2 
( 1- ~2

2

) (1-ep)] Ez = 0, 

j(~
2 

-k2)'ZxE..L +kV..LEzx'Z = 0, 

(~
2 

-k2
) H..L = je0 wV ..LEz x'Z. 

On simple calculation the above equations give 

. (V3_ +X) Ez = 0, 
where 

·. Let us take a solution of the above equation in the form 

Ez = AJo(xir). 

From boundary condition (17) we get 

(Rk) 2 
= ( w:) 2 - P~. J ( 1-w2 ~~2u2), 

(39) 

(40) 

(41} 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

where Pov is the vth zero of the zero-order Bessel function. This equation describes 
wave propagation for an infinite magnetic field. 

6. Numerical results and discussion 
The dispersion curves for a warm plasma-filled waveguide in a zero magnetic 

field are shown in figure 2. Here we see that for small values of w (i.e. w < wP, 
Region I) ther«;l is only one dispersion curve but for large values of w (i.e. w > wP, 
Region II) there are an infinite number of dispersion curves. 

We see from figure 3 that for large values of w (i.e. w > wp) the frequency 
shifts are negative and the magnitude of the frequency shift increases with the 
wavenumber; whereas for small values of w (i.e. w < wp) the frequency shifts are 
positive and. the magnitude of the frequency shift decreases as the wavenumber 
increases. 

Figure 4 plots frequency versus wavenumber for an infinite axial magnetic 
field. The upper pass band represents the waveguide modes and the lower one 
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PROPAGATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN A WARM.PLASMA 
FILLED PARALLEL PLANE WAVEGUIDE IN PRESENCE OF 

EXTERNAL··CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD 

Sanjoy Kumar Ghosh and S. P. Pal 

. Department of Mathematics, University of North Bengal, Darjeeling-734430, India. 

Abstract: In this PJ.per propagation· of electromagnetic waves in a plasma filled parallel plane waveguide in presence of a 
const>ant·externa1 magnetic field is in:vestiga ted using warm plasma theory. It is found that the wav-es cannot be separated 
into TM- and TE-modes, only hybird modes are propagated. Dispersion relations are derived when the wave frequency 
is less than the plasma frequency and when it is greater than the plasma frequency. 

Nomenclature : 

a· Separation of Parallel Plates 
B 0 Applied.Magnetic Field 
c Velocity of Light in Vacuum 
e Electron Charge 
E Electric Field Vector 
H Magnetic Field Vector 
k Wa·ve Number 
m . .Ele_ctron Mass 
N Electron Density 
P Pressure·· 
T Plasma.Temperature 
U Velocity of Sound Wave 
v Electron Velocity 
w Wave Frequency 
Wp Electron Plasma Frequency 
v EI~ctrbn Collision Frequency 
f-lo Magnetic Permeability in Vacuum 
E 0 Dielectric Constant in Vacuum 
y' Ratio of Specific Heats 
,. Boltzmann's Constant 

Electron Cyclotron Frequency. 

Introduction.: Wave propagation between two 
infinite conducting plates filled with cold· plasma 
wa·;.· investigated by-Schumann [ 1 ], Dawson and 
·oberman [2], Web,er [3J etc. lf the temperature of 

\ 
39 

the plasma is considered some up known facts can be 
explained which is not possible by cold plasm_a 
theory. Waite [ 4] suggested a method in which the 
effect of electron temperature is taken -into account 
in deriving the equations of hydromagnetics and 
called this method compressible plasma theory. 
.Azakami et al [5] using compressible plasma theory 
showed that the electric vector is concerned w1th t_he 
sound wave mode and electromagnetic w~_ve mode 
but the magnetic vector is n.ot with sound wave and 
in case of.parallel plane waveguide electron sound 
wave mode and electromagnetic wave mod.e can be 
separated into TM-modes and TE-mo_des as in the 
cold plasma approximation. 

In the present _paper applying. compressible 
plasma theory we derive basic equations in presence 
of constant external magneti9 field. In this paper 
it is seen that the waves cannot be separated into 
sound wave mode and electromagnetic wave mode 
•neither can they be separated into TE-mode and 
TM-mode. Then applying basic equations to a 
parallel plane waveguide dispersion relations are 
derived when the frequency 'w of the propagating 
wave is greater-than wP, the plasma frequency .and 
when w is less than wv. 

2. Basic Equations : The equations for ·warm 



Vz 2 j ( e /maj) [ Ei -( U~/w~y) ( \7~ +k:) Ez j 

(16) 

Thus we have obtained all of the field compo
nents and the electron velocity in terms of E; 
and H •• 

Now we apply these equations to a boundary 
value problem. 

3. Solution of Basic Equations in a Parallel 
Plane Waveguide filled with Warm Plasma : Consider 
warm plasma between two infinite bounding surfaces 
x = o and x =a. A weak·external magnetic field 
B 0 points along z-axis. The system is taken to be 
infinite in y- and z- directions. We assume that all 
physical quantitie-s depend on x and z only, while 
the z- dependence is of the form exp ( - jkz ). 

The boundary conditions satisfied by E and v at 
x = o and x = a are 

Ev = 0, Ez = 0 and v., = 0. (17) 

In this boundary value problem the equations 
(10), (11 ), (13) and (15) take the form : 

d 4 Ezldx 4 + [ k; + k;- ( ~ 2IU 2 ) ( 1- U 2 k 2lw 2
] x 

X d 2E~Idx 2 + [k:k ~- ( ~ 2IU 2) { k! (1- U 2 k 2lw 2 )+ 

+(1-Ep}yk 2
}] Bz = 0, (18) 

d 2 Hzldxll + k:Hz = j (E 0 -"-/yk) [( 1- U 2 k 2lw 2 ) X 

X d 2Ezldx~ + { k: ( 1- U 2 k 2 lw 2 )+(1-Ep)yk 2 } X 

X Ez ], (19) 

[k!-(""- 1 lw2 ) (w 2lc2 -k2 )ll] E.,=-j(U2 k:lc 2ky)X 

d 8 E:/dx8 + jk [(-"- 2 I w2) ( W2/c 2
- k 2 )- U 2k! I 

c 2 k 2y- k:] dEz/dx- f1 0 ~( W2lc 2
- k 2 - k; )X 

X dH~Idx, t20) 

[k!-(""""21w2)(w2jc2-k2J2] Ev =- """Uillcskwyx 

X(w 9 lc 9
- k 11

) d 8 Ezldx 8 -(-"-k/w) [(w 2lc 1 -k2) X 

X( 1 + U 2k; I c 2 k 2y)- k:] dEz / dx + jwp. X 

X [k!- ("""" 2 /W 2) ( W2lc2 -k 2 
)] dHzldx, · (21) 

( 1 - ""'- 2lwa ) v., = j · elmw [E., + j~E:vw~ 
- j(U.Giw;ky) ( d 8 E7 Idx 8 + k~ dE~/dx )J (22) 
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Here equations (18) and (19) are not linearly 
independent, so we cannot separate the waves i~to 
TE- and TM- modes. 

Let us assume the general solution of equation 
(18).in the form 

E~ = Aemlx + Bem2x + Cemax + Dem4x, (23) 

where A, B, C and D are integration constants and 
m1, m 2 , m 8 and m 4 are the roots of the equation 

m! + [ k! + k~-( -"- 2IU2) ( 1 - U 2k 2lw 2 
) ]m~+ 

+ [ k:k; -(~ 2IU 2 ) { k~ ( 1 - U 2 k 2 lw 2 ) + rk 2 X 

( 1 - Ep }] = Q, (24) 

Then the general solution of equa.tion (19) is 

Hz = A1coske.x+B 1 sink~x.+A je0_..r:..lyk(m~.+k~) x 

[( l-U 2 k 2lw 2 ) ( mi-f·k~ )+;k;(1_:~~)] eril1x+ 

Bje0 -,>lrk (m~ + k~) [( 1-U2 k 2 IW 2
) (mE + k:) + 

+yk 2 ( 1-E~ )] em 2 x +Cje0 ~lyk ( m~ +k:) X 

X[( 1-U 2k 2/w 2 ) ( m~+k:) yk 2 ( 1-ep )] ·em 8 x+ 

+Dje0 ""'-'=/yk ( m~+k~) [( 1-U2k 2 IW 2
) (m~+k~)+ 

+yk 2 ( 1-Ep )1 em 4 X, (25) 

where A 1 and 8 1 are integration constants. 

With the help of two general solutions we_ can· 
easily determine E~~ Ev and v., frome quations l20), 
(21) and (22). 

. The boundary conditions·(17) give the following 
equations; 

A+ B + C + D = 0, (26) 

Am 1 (G'mi+H' +I'M 1)+Bm 2 (G~m~+H' +I'M2)+ 

+Cm 3(G'm~ +H' +I'M 3 )+Dm4lG'm~ +H' +I'M,)+ 

+Bl l'ke =0, (28) 

Am 1 (G'mi+H'+I'M1) em 1 a+Bm 2 (G'm~+H'+ 

+I'M 2 )em 2a +Cm 3 (G'm~+H;+I'M8 )e maa + 

+Dm, (G'ml+H'+I'M4 ) em 4a -A1 l'k'~sink, a+ 

(29) 
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PROPAGATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 
IN PLASMA FILLED ELLIPTIC WAVEGUIDES 

S. K. Ghosh, S. P. Pal 

4- · Department of Mathematics, P. 0. North Bengal University, Darjeeling 734430, India 

Propagation of electromagnetic waves in an elliptic waveguide filled with plasma is investigated 
in elliptic co-ordinates. Dispersion relations for the natural modes of oscillation are obtained. 
Expressions for power transmitted along the waveguide are obtained as integrals of Mathieu 
functions. Dispersion relations for circular waveguides are also obtained as limiting cases. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

~--· Wave propagation in plasma-filled rectangular and circular waveguides was 
'"'investigated by many authors, e.g. Stix [1], Kerper [2], Dawson and Oberman 

[3], Wi11ett [4], Trivelpiece and Gould [5] etc. 
In the present paper we discuss the problem of wave propagation in a plasma-filled 

perfectly conducting elliptical waveguide. In this type of waveguides the main advan
tages are that long continuous lines are easily manufactured and transported. AI

. though elliptical waveguides are commercially available and have already been used 
in several applications such as multichannel communication and radar feed lines, 
there still remain a lot of unresolved theoretical and practical problems in this 
domain. In this paper we have deduced the dispersion relations for propagation 
of electromagnetic waves in a plasma-filled eJliptic waveguide using cold plasma 
theory. From this result the dispersion relations for a plasma-filled circular wave
guide was reduced as a limiting case. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS 

To study the above problem we assume that the density of the plasma is finite, 
. .,zero pressure corresponding to zero temperature and immersed in a uniform axial 
' constant external magnetic field 8 0 • Also we assume that the effects of resistivity, 

viscosity, gravity and electron inertia are negligible. Following Stix [1] the magneto
hydrodynamic equations can be reduced to the following forms for time"harmonic 
field quantities ( ei"'r) and 8 0 in the z-direction as 

(1) V X£=- iw 8 
' c 

and 

[(V X B) X z] X z = -
41tBi~gc £ + iw (£ X z) X z, 

0 c 
(2) 

where g, £, c, B, z are respectively the unperturbed plasma density, electric field. 
velocity of light in vacuum, magnetic field and unit vector in the z-direction. 
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The prime denotes the derivative with respect to p, or e as the case may be. The 
boundary condition at the perfectly conducting waveguide wall requires that the 
tangential component of the electric field vanish at the wall; i.e., Ee(/l = 11~) = 0. 
Thus 

(12) 

Now /l~ is fixed, so we need those positive values of p, say Pm,v for which Ce~(p,~, p) 
vanish. These may be regarded as the positive parametric zeros of the functions. These 
roots are ).lsed in equation ( 4) to get the dispersion relation 

(13) a2m2 ( 4nec2) . 
(ka)2 = -- 1 + -- - 4p . 2 B2 m,v 

c 0 

The phase characteristics m vs. k are shown in curve I (fig. 1) for the m = 1 mode. 

1.82 

~1.70t-----
' 3 
c 

1.24 

1.12 

0.2 O.B fka) 1.0 

Fig. 1. Frequency vs. wave number diagram for m = 1 even modes. I- p 1 ,1 = 0·56, (} = 
= ·1·67 X 10-12 gmfc.c., B0 = 10 Gauss; II- /}1 , 1 = 1·4, Q = 1•67 X 10-12 gmfc.c., Bo = 

= 10 Gauss. 

The lines of force of the electric and magnetic vectors of a cross-section of an 
elliptical waveguide are found to be the same as those obtained by Chu [7]. 

b) In the case of the odd solution, the field components for the m1
h mode in elliptical 

co-ordinates are 

. . (14) 
.. , .· ..... 
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takes the form: 

(22) 

j)_. 

W: _ kwiCmi
2 

f"o' [ 12( ) 2( )] 

8 I w kz 1t(!W o 
e - ( 2 4 2) 2 Cern Jl, p + vm Ce'" Jl, p dfl . 

f..l.o -- +--
c2 B~ 

Similarly, the total mean power for odd solutions can be obtained by substituting 
the values of E", E6, H," H6 from equations (14) and (15) into equation (20) and 
using the relations in McLachlan [6] (pp, 24, 264) in the following form: 

(23) u.r - kw!Smiz f"o' [S 12( ) - S 2( )] d rr 0 - 2 2 2 - em fl., p + wm em Jl, p fl. . 

8 1 (W kz 41t(!W ) O llo -- +--
c2 B~ 

6. CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE (AS A LIMITING CASE) 

· When a confocal ellipse of semi-major axis r tends to a circle with radius r, f.L ~ ro, 
a ~ 0 such that a cosh Jl ~ r. For this limiting case equations (12) ·and (18) take 
the form (McLachlan [6] p. 368) 

(24) 

with 

(25) 

From equations (4), (24) and (25) the dispersion relation for a circular waveguide 
can be written in the form 

(kr)z = w2r2 (1 + 4nQc2) - '2q2 
2 B2 m,v 

c 0 
(26) 

, h . ) ·where qm,v are the v1 root of equatiOn (24 . 

7. DISCUSSION 

In this paper the basic equations to determine the electromagnetic field components 
in elliptic co-ordinates are derived and then the components of the field vectors for 
even and odd types of solution are obtained in terms of Mathieu functions. Here we 
see that the components of field vectors in plasma-filled elliptical waveguides are 
different from those of Chu [7] but the electric and magnetic lines of force of a cross
section of the plasma-filled elliptical waveguide are the same as those of Chu [7]. 
Then the dispersion relations are derived for even and odd solutions to calculate the 
pulsatances of the modes. The phase characteristics for the two types of solutions 
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Wave propagation in the presen~e qf a spatially uniform 
external periodic magnetic field tn two-.ternperatute 

plasm~ 

By SANJAY I(UMAR QHOSH 
Department of Mathematics, P.Q. North BengrLl University, 

Darjeeling-734430, India 

(Received 2_3 June 1080, ap.d in revised fon:p. 23 Set•tom~m: 1981) 

Starting from the two-fluid model hydi·odynamio equatioilS, a dispersion reiation 
is obtained for wave propagation through a two-temperature plasma perpendi
cular to the direction of the Spittially uniform external Jtlagrietic field B 0 cos ~0 t 

and several excitation conditions are deduced. 
di 

1. Introduction 
The effect of a spatially uniform external periodic electric field on wn,ve 

propagation through a_ plasma has been discussed by several ar1-thors (Aliev 1$ 
Silin 1965; Prasad 1967, 1968; Nishikawa 1968; Das 1970). The effect of a SI>~tt[\.lly 
uniform external periodic magnetic field on wave pr6pag&;tlon through a ho't 
plasma disregarding the motiop of ions WfLS 9onside~ed by Dq,s (1071). Here.we 
consider this problem includjng the motion of ions ,yhich are at a temperature 
different from that of electrons. \Ve start from the two-fluid model hydrodynatriic 
equations. A dispersion relation is obtained keeping tenns up to r::2 , Vvhere 
£2 = DVw5 (D0 = eB0 jcme): For small values of£ the transverse wave, longi
tudinal wave and acoustic wave 1:iropagate with the sh~fted freqttency. Excit.a,i,ton 
of the waves is found to be possible when the froqu~ncy oftlie 'external magnetic 
field satisfies any one of the following conditions: 

.Qk 1JL itJ 1 
--,-,~:::::::nor n+~·; 
Wn cJo Wo 

n_k ± t:U L Qk ± W A <tJ L ± u':i :;:: n, 
Wo ' iuo Wo ' 

where n_k, W L and W A denote the frequencies of the t·rarisverso, longitudinal and 
acoustic waves and n-is any positive integer. 

2. ' Basic equations 
'I 

Let the solution of the zero-order field quantities: be 

B<O) = zBo cOS Wol, 

E<Ol = v}OJ = p}ol = 11~oJ = 0, j = e,i. 

I 
I 

(1) 

(2) 
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These are not 'an exact solution of t-h~ f~ll set of two-temperatti.re plasma 
· equations. Howev~r, if we consider ah axially symn1etric p\as~na, then the zerp

order field quantities satisfy 
" (0) . 
fJV.w -- _!!-_ ECO) 
Tt- rn'· 0 ' 

. 1 
(3) 

" (0) 
uVeo - _ _::_E(O) 
--- 0' ot . me 

_ f:JB~O) __ ~ oEj?l 47Ten0 ( (O) _ (O)) -- --+ v.o Vo' or c ot c t e 
(5) 

! !__ (rE<Ol = -! 8{3~0) 
r O?' 0 ) c Bt ' 

(6) 

and we assume that the other eompo:rwnts of the field quanti tie~ ftl'~ iilflJ?.ticaHy 
zero. Let us suppose that mo) = f(r) Celswot, then equatioris (3)-(6)yiel~l 

d2f(r) 1 dj(!r) ((ufi :----- t1J7- l•J~) f(· ·) 0 · --+---+ . ) = , 
dr2 . 1' dr c2 

(7) 

B<0l - B J. ~~--.!..---!' r cos w t 
((

'w2- 1u~- uP)i ) · 
z - o o c2 · · o ' (8) 

where J0 denotes the Bessel function Of order zero and B0 cos 1u0t ts the vahj.e of 
B~o) at r = 0. From the above equatiolis we o~tairi · 

(9) 

From (8) we find thfl.t B~0l inay be supposed to be spatially uniform ~-nd eqtta! to 
B

0 
cos w

0
t if ' ' . 

( 10) 

From (9), Wy find that Eb0) may be asst1med to be equfl.] to zert> if . . 

(11) . 

!I' 

Under this comlitim1, the zero-orde~ perturbation in velocity, nressure. afid
electron density may be assumed to be equal to zero. ThllS the zero-prder magnetic 
field may be assumed to be homogeneous and q.ll other zero-oh1er field qtrantities 
may be assumed to be zero for an axisymmetl'ic plasma., up to a distance r from 
the axis of symmetry satisfying the conditions ( i 0) and ( 11 ). These 1;\vo conclitior1s 
are similar to those given by Das ( 1970) for· a spat-ia.lly lU1iform e:l}tet.nal periodic 
magnetic field. 

The 1\'laxwell equations and h)lclromagnetio equations lincfl!r~"00. e,.hout tl1e 
! ' 

'i I 

.. 
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time-dependent state given by equations (1) mid (il), assuming 
dependence of the field quant.it.ies to be of the form exp ('Uc:L'), o,re 

dn" 'l 0 ([[ + 1 cn0 vc:".= , 

1 dEv .k·B , 4m~0 e . . 
-----~ -t---(u -v.) = 0 

. c dt z ! G <'11 II/ ' 

I 
-~ ilEx 47Tn0 e (· _ ) _ 0 C , dt + G Vc.c Vc:>: - ' 

1dBz . 
--d. +~kEy.= 0, 
C .t I 

ikE;;; "'' 47Te(n.,- nc), 

95 

tlie space 

( 12) 

(13) 

( 14) 

(i5) 

{16) 

(17) 

(18) 

( 19) 

(201 

(21) 

where v7 = yJ.!'!Vni;, v; = )'JcT,.fme, f: = n,,jlvo, .Qe = efiolmc, Ei.nd ho + nj, 
vi, Pi' Ti, Yi are respectiv'ely t.)lc density, velqclt,Y, prc::;sure, tem ijei'atui·c aild the 
specific heat httio of the' two specie::;, · 

3. Solution qod disp~rsion relation 
Let tjs substit.ute 

~·=,-(f) 

where X stands for the field quantiti~s n.,, n{, ve.>:> 1'f:c, vc11 , v'iil' E,0 N1, and E,. 
Then from (12)-(21), using (22), wd obtfLin · · 

(w + VuJ 0) (ncJ,, + lcn0 (vc.cl,, = 0, 

(1v+vw0) (ni)"+lcn0(vixl,. = Q, 

'( ) ( e E . 1:kv~ i c . · 
~ uJ + JJu!o Vexlv+ ;- ( ""x),, + -- (nc),, = -· ') 1Vo [(v,.y),,_l + (Vevlv+l], 

Pie · n 0 ..., · 1 

(23) 

(24) 

(26) 
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(27) 

(28) 

i .. , . 47tn0e - c (w + VuJ0) (Ay),. ~ t.k(B,),. + -. -c- [(·vevl..- (v;y),.] = 0, 

i { . ) ]i) 47Tn0 e . . -c (tJ+I'Wo { ~~J .. +--c-[(vcxl,.-(v.;x),.] = 0, (3Q) 

1 
c(vJ+PtrJ0)(B2 ),,+k(Ev),, = 0, 

ilc(Ex)1; = 4rre [(ni)v- (ne) .. ]. (3B) 

The equations (23)·-( 32) cohsist. often equations but t.he ni1i11bet qftlelcl qufLnht~e~ 
is nine; however we tnay omit (32), because it is a cqnseq~wtice of Uie dthei· 
~quations. To express eight of.t.he nine.fielcl quantiti~.s from. ec~u~~ioi].s (2~)-(3;.l) 
m terms of (B2 ),,, we take the followmg perturbatiOn expELilSlOlf of ~he ~e~4 
quantities: · · . 

{3~) 

Fina.l!y, substitqtion of th(~ pert~u·bation solutiop.l'l of the flold qtia1ltitie'i frdpi 
(23)-(28), (30) and (31) ipto (29) gives the clifferejlcc equation in (B2 ) ... 'J'o the 
second~onler approximation the difference equation is of the forin 

2 [z+P+ 1 A{z+l'-\-1} ·1· 
p,. = - -lc: z + J' d(z + v) c{z + v + i\ ' 

( ) 
• uJ1; v, • (rJ 1 10 V 1 We tu.1 

( 
2 + k2 ,2) ( l 2 + 1,2. 2) 2 2 

C .1J = X"- X"---- ---
. uJ3 : uJ5 i.tJ~ ' 

. 1.2 2 + 2 + i 
l . ') - .2 "' C (J)c Vti C (:t -X -. · 

w2 ' 0 \ 

: l 
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The difference equation (34) represents ap. infinite set of eqt~ations and these 
equations can be solved for (Bzlv if the followi11g ir).finite Cleterininant is zerO! 

1 + fl-2 0. Po 0 0 
0 1 + fl-l 0 PL p 

D(z) = a_2 0 1 +flo 0 P2 = 0. (H5) 
0 a_l o· 1 +f11 0 
0 0 ao 0 1 +/]2 

The second te1'm of the diag01wl elements being of the lordet l/ u'l, the prorhict of 
the diagonal elements of the determinant D(z) is cot~vergent and, the off-di~gohal 
elements being also of the order 1/v4, the st1m of them is convergent. Hence the 
determinant D(z) is convergent (Whittaker & Wat.sort 1962). 

The expansion of the cleterminn.nt D(z) up to second-order approximation 

D c2 ~ [z+v-l .Ji(z+v-J) ;>+v+l A(z+v+1) J 
(z) = l-iv=-ec> z+v (l(z+v)c(z+~-1)+ z+~; d(ztv)o(z+v+l) · 

'6 (~.)' 

Now by expanding the expression in the third brad-cet of eqtiatioh (QG) in pattiai 
fractions and using the results ' 

CC> 1 . 
:E -- = n cot nz 

v=-cov+z 

(MacRobert 1962) we arrive at ap expression 

D(z) = 1 - c2A. 1[ 1T cot n(z- w Ll wp) -n cot 1T(z't- cu L! w0)] 
' ' 

- c2A. 2[n cot i((z- w .~d w0 ) -iT cot n(z + w AI Ul0)] 

- c2,\3[n cot rr(z- ilk/ w0) -7r cot n(z + Dkjcud)], 
where 

·I 

' ! 

(37) 

Pl.A 2il 
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.Q~ = c2k2 + w; + £1JI, 

w'L w~1 = Hw~+w7+k2(v~+v7)]±[l{lu~+rJJz+k2(vJ+v7)}2 
-(w~vi-t-w~v~)lc2 -lc'1v~v1Jk. (41) 

If we put D(z) = 0, we get. the following dispei·sion .rel:i.t.ion: 

. ( • 9 • 2 7r.Qk) ( · 2 · 2 7T£1J I) ( · ,, · •> TfW 1) Slll~7TZ-SU1 -- Slll 7TZ-Slll --· Slfi"7T.:!--Slll~-·-" 
Wo Wo Wo 

= c-~rrA. 1 sm--L Slll~7Tz-sm·--k sm2 7Tz-sm~~ 9 • 27tw ( • 0 ' - • 0 ·rr n ') ( . . 7{(!).) 
~ . Wo % 

2 .\ . 27TW l ( . 9 • o 7Tf21>) ( . 2 . "7TW L) + e 7Tt 2 Sln ---· Slli" li'Z- Sli1" -- Sll1 7TZ- 8!i1P -· -' 
Wo Wo luo. 

2 ) • 27Tllk( · • ·' 21TWL) ( · 9. • 27TWA) + e 7T t\3 sm-- stn· 7fz- sm --' sm· 7TZ- sm --. . 
Wo ' <uu , Wo 

This can be reduced tp ai1 algebraic equation 

(x2 -a.i) (x2 -a~) (x2 -a.5) = 2rre2(1 +x~) [A. 1 a 1 (x 2 -a~) (x2 -a.5) 

by the substitution 

x = tanrrz, 

+ ,'\2a2(x2- a5) (x2- ar) + ,'\3a3(x2- ai) (x2- am . 
1T£1J L 

a1 =tan-~ 
(/) ' 0 

. . t ' 'lT(t) ·1 a2 = .an---· , 
. Wo 

( -12) 

(43) 

The dispersion relation ( 42) or ( 43) is the same as was obt.~tinecl by Dq,s ( 1970) for 
an external electric field. In olir ?ase the expressions for A.1 , ,'\. 2 and t\3 are clifferehf 
from those of Das (1970) and the dispei·simi relation derived foi· an ~xtema~ 
magneti~ field. In the next section we discuss the stability and growth rate for 
small values of e. 

4. Excitation conditio11s 1 
I' 
' 

If c-2 ~ 1, the 1'oots of (42) are close to 

z = + w L + w_.t -i- .Qk 
--: Wo ' - £1Jo ' - ltlo 

and are given by 

(44) 

Thus the longitudinal, acoustic !fUel transverse waves propagate with s~ifted 
frequency and these frequency shifts a.re c2t\ 1u0 , c-2A:iw0, c2A.3 w0 , respectively, fo~; 
longitudinal, acoustic and transverse waves. These expressions for the fl'equehcy 
shift are, )10wever, not vu,lid if w0 satisfies arty one of the folloWing condition f): 

(4li) 

. I 

., 
• 
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where n is any positive integer and 6. is a small number. It will no\v be seen that 
excitation of the waves is possible in some of these cnses. 

(i) 
6. 

or n+~-+-. 
~- 7T 

Let the roots of (42) close to ±(JJ£!w0 be z "== ± ((JJL/w0 +r::28). Tl~en sqbf]ti
tuting this value of z in (42) and replacing t::. by £26. gives the following ec1uation 
(neglecting higher-order terms): 

i.e. 

( 46) 

according as 
I' 

WL 6. , 6. , 6. 6. 
- = n+--:- n+i+- or n--- n+i--. 
Wo 7T, 7T 7T, 7T 

Thus, corresponding to wdf,J0 = n+6./7T, n+l+6./7T or n-6./n, n+~-6./n 
depending on whether ,\1 is negl~ti\re or positive, an exporientially gi·owin~ 
solution exists if 

(47) 

and the growth rate is maximum when 

(48) 

(ii) 

If the roots of (42) closi~ to ± (JJ_.dw 0 be z = ± (w_.Jiw 0 + ro28), then proceeding 
in the same way as above we get the following result: 

or 

according as 

(tJ,, 6.. 6. ~ 6. 
-· = n +- n + * +- or n- .....2. n + 1.--
w · n' - · n 71'' - 7T. 

0 ,. I 

(49) 

An exponentially growing solution exists for (tJ L/<u0 = n + 6./n, n + i + 6./n or 
n- !1/n, n + i- 11/n (depending on whether i\. 2 is negative or positivel, if 

(50) 

and the growth rate is maximum when 

(51) 

·~· 
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(iii) 

Proceeding in the Sqme way as in case (~) or (ii), it is seen that eorr~spo1idij1g to 

n" D. ~ 1 D. i !l 1 D. - = n+- n+-+-,or n--- n+.---
Wo 1T' 2 1T' ir' 2 1T 

(depending on whether i\ 3 is pegative or posit.ive), an exponentially gi·owl11g 
solution exists if 

4 < 27[ \;l.s\t 

and the corresponding gro\vth rate is maximized >vhen 

D. = 7T \i\3\. 

(iv) 

(1:12) 

Let the roots of (42) th11t are close to:uJLjiJJ0 be z = l'JLjuJ0+c2p. Substituting 
this in ( 42) anclteplacing D. by e26.\ a.nclllweping te.rms of lowest order, we ilnd 

7T82 ± (~ + i\.l -f-;\.,?)8+ 6.i\l = 0. (5<1) 

In this case, cori·esponding to (wL±~uA)jiu0 = n+!Jfrr or n--~jtr t),ccording 
as i\ 1 and i\2 are of the same or opposite sign, there exists a solution grQwing 
exponentially. The growth rate is mn.xiriluin when 

. I 
b..=rr(+i\.1 -i\2). (!55) 

(v) D"± !u_.1 . 6. ---=n+-
Wo - 1T. 

If the roots of ('!2) close to f.'!.1j1v0 be Dd1u0 + e2o, then, prooeecHhg in the same 
way as in case (iv), we get 

(56) 

Here, corresponding to (D."±w_,1)/ru0 = n+!J.frr 01: n-6./rr ilccoh1i11g ~s i\2 q·nd 
i\.3 are of the sallie or opposite sign, thei'e exists a solution growing ex:porl(:mti~t)ly. 
The growth rate is maxinnim when ! · 

(vi) 

D.= 1T( + i\.3-i\2). 

Dk± uJL = n+~ 
(/)0 - 1T. 

(157) 

If the roots of ( 42) close to D"/ Wo be nk; (Vo + rP·o, thetl, procee~ling in the sf\,rrie 
way as in case (iv), we get 

(58) 

.Here, corresponding to (D.~c±wL)juJd = n+'6./1T or n-b.jtr q_ccotdihg a~ i\.1 awl 
i\3 are of the same or opposite sign, theto ex:ists a solntioh growibg exj:lon~nti~Hy·. · 
The growth rate is inaximum when 

(59) 

' . . . ' I 
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